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Free english proficiency test with answers

Students need to take English tests, as well as other tests! Of course, students have to take English tests at school, but they are often required to take English tests such as TOEFL, IELTS, TOEIC or FCE. In a number of instances, you can decide which English test to use. This guide will help you start choosing the best English test to take for your English learning needs and goals for both further training
and career. Each of the major English tests is discussed and points towards more resources to study and prepare for these all important English tests. For starters, here are the great tests and their full titles: TOEFL - Test of English as a Foreign LanguageIELTS - International English Language Testing SystemTOEIC - Test of English for International CommunicationFCE - First Certificate in EnglishCAE -
Certificate in Advanced EnglishBULATS - Business Language Testing Service These English tests are created by two companies that dominate the English learning system word widely: ETS and the University of Cambridge. TOEFL and TOEIC are provided by ETS and IELTS, FCE, CAE and BULATS developed by the University of Cambridge. ETS stands for Educational Testing Service. ETS provides
the TOEFL and TOEIC english test. It is an American company headquartered in Princeton, New Jersey. ETS tests focus on North American English and computer-based. Questions are almost exclusively multiple choice and ask you to choose from four choices based on information you have read, heard or have to deal with in some way. Writing is also tested on your computer, so if you have difficulty
typing you may have difficulty with these issues. Expect North American accents on all listening choices. The University of Cambridge, based in Cambridge, England, is responsible for a wide range of English exams. However, the most important international tests discussed in this overview are IELTS fce and CAE. For business English, BULATS is also an option. Currently, BULATS is not as popular as
the other tests, but that may change in the future. The University of Cambridge is a dominant force throughout the English learning world, producing many English learning titles, as well as administering tests. Cambridge exams have a wide range of question types including multiple choice, gap-fill, matching, etc. You'll hear a wider range of accents at University of Cambridge exams, but they tend towards
British English. The first and most important question to ask yourself when choosing your English test is: Why do I have to take an English test? Choose from the following for your answer: I need to take an English test for university StudiesI need to take an English test to get a job or improve my careerI want to improve my overall english skills, but not necessarily for a purpose like getting a better job or
going to a university If you need to take an English test for study at a university or in an academic environment you have To focus solely on academic English, take TOEFL or IELTS academic. Both are used as qualifications for entrance into the university. There are some important differences. Many universities around the world now accept either test, but they are more common in some countries. TOEFL
- Most common exam for studies in North America (Canada or USA)IELTS - Most common exam for studies in Australia or New Zealand FCE and CAE are more general in nature but are often requested by universities throughout the European Union. If you live in the European Union, the best choice is either FCE or CAE. If career motivations are the main reason in your choice of English test, take either
TOEIC or IELTS general test. Both of these tests are requested by many employers and test an understanding of English used in the workplace, as opposed to the academic English tested in the TOEFL and IELTS academic. In addition, FCE and CAE are excellent tests to develop overall English language skills in a wide range of fields. If your employer does not specifically ask for TOEIC or IELTS
general, I would highly recommend considering FCE or CAE. Free IELTS Exam Preparation If your goal in taking an English test is to improve your overall English, I would highly recommend taking FCE (First Certificate in English) or, for more advanced students, CAE (Certificate in Advanced English). During my years of teaching English, I find these tests to be most representative of English usage skills.
They test all aspects of English learning and the English tests themselves are very reflective of how you would use English in everyday life. If you have worked for a number of years and want to improve your English skills exclusively for business purposes, the BULATS degree administered by the University of Cambridge is by far the best choice. For more information from the provider of these tests, you
can visit the following sites: TOEFL - Test of English as a foreign language IELTS - International English language testing system TOEIC - Test of English for international communication FCE - First certificate in English CAE - Certificate in Advanced English BULATS - Business Language Testing Service Congratulations! You've applied for a job, and now you're getting ready for that important job interview.
Use this page to make sure your English makes a big impression, in addition to your skills. When you walk in the room the very first impression you make on the interviewer is key. It is important that you introduce yourself, shake hands, and be friendly. To begin the interview, it's common to get involved in some small talk: How are you today? Did you have any trouble finding us? What do you think of the
weather lately? Take advantage of these questions to help you relax: Human Resources Director: How are you today? Interviewee: I'm fine. Thanks for asking me today. Human Resources Director: My pleasure. How is the weather It's raining, but I brought my umbrella. Human Resources Director: Good thinking! As this example dialog box shows, it's important to keep your answers short and to the point.
These types of questions are called icebreakers because they help you relax. You can expect to be asked about your strengths and weaknesses during a job interview. It is a good idea to use strong adjectives to make a good impression. Use these adjectives to describe yourself by talking about your strengths. correctly – I'm a proper bookkeeper.active – I'm active in two volunteer groups.adaptable – I'm
quite adaptable and happy to work in teams or on my own.adept – I'm adept at identifying customer service issues.broad-minded – I'm proud of my wide-eyed approach to problems.competent - I am a competent office suite user.conscientious - I am effective and conscientious about paying attention to detail.creative - I am quite creative and have come up with a number of marketing campaigns.reliable - I
would describe myself as a reliable team player.determined - I am a determined problem solver who will not rest until we have come up with a solution.diplomatic - I have been called in to mediate because I am quite diplomatic.efficient - I always take the most effective approach possible.enthusiastic - I am an enthusiastic team player.experienced - I am an experienced C++ programmer.fair - I have a fair
understanding of programming languages.firm - I have a firm grasp of the complexities that we face.innovative - I have often received compliments for my innovative approach to shipping challenges.logical - I'm quite logical of nature.loyal – you will find that I am a loyal employee.mature – I have a mature understanding of the market.motivated – I am motivated by people who love to get things done.goal - I
have often become asked about my objective views.outgoing - People say I'm an outgoing person who is very personal.personal – My personal nature helps me get along with everyone.positive – I take a positive approach to problem solving.practical – I'm always looking for the most personal practical solution.productive - I am proud of how productive I am.reliable - You will find that I am a reliable team
player.resourceful - You may be surprised at how resourceful I can be.self-disciplined - I have often received compliments for how self-disciplined I still am in difficult situations.sensitive - I do my best to be responsive to the needs of others.reliable - I was so reliable that I was asked to deposit company funds. Make sure to always have an example ready as interviewers might want more information: Human
Resources Director: What do you consider to be your greatest strengths? Interviewee: I'm a determined problem solver. In fact, you might call me a troublemaker. Human Resources Director: Can you give me a Interviewee: Sure. A few years ago we had problems with our customer database. Tech support had a hard time finding the problem, so I took it upon myself to delve into the problem. Problem. two
days of brushing up on some basic programming skills, I was able to identify the problem and solve the problem. When asked to describe your weaknesses, a good strategy is to choose weaknesses that you can overcome through a specific action. Once you have described your weakness, indicate how you plan to overcome this weakness. This will show self-awareness and motivation. Human Resources
Director: Can you tell us about your weaknesses? Interviewee: Well, I'm a little shy when first meeting people. Of course, as a salesperson, I've had to overcome this problem. At work, I make an effort to be the first person to visit new customers to the store despite my shyness. Making a good impression when talking about your previous work experience is the most important part of any job interview. Use
these verbs to specifically describe responsibilities at work. As with talking about your greatest strengths, you need to have specific examples ready when asked for additional details. act - I have acted in a number of roles in my current position.accomplish - It only took three months to accomplish all our goals.adapt - I can adapt to any circumstance.administer - I have administered accounts for a wide
range of clients.advise - I have recommended management on a wide range of issues.allocate - I allocated resources across three branches.analyze - I spent three months analyzing our strengths and weaknesses.arbitrate - I have been asked to mediate between colleagues on a number of occasions.arrange - I have arranged transportation to four continents.assist - I have helped management on a wide
range of issues.attain - I reached the highest levels of certification.built - I expanded two new branches for my company.perform - I was responsible for performing management decision.catalog - I helped develop a database to catalog our client's needs.. collaborate - I have collaborated with a wide range of clients.conceive - I helped imagine a new marketing approach.conduct - I conducted four marketing
surveys.consult - I've heard about a wide range of projects.contract - I have contracts with third parties for our company.collaborate - I am a team player and love to collaborate.coordinate - As a project manager, I have coordinated major projects.delegate - I delegated responsibilities as supervisor.develop - We developed more than twenty applications.direct - I directed our last marketing
campaign.document - I documented workflow processes.edit - I edited the company newsletter.encourage.- - I encouraged cowork to think outside the box.engineer - I helped engineer a wide range of products.evaluate - I evaluated sales activities throughout the country.facilitate - I facilitated communication between departments.finalize - I completed quarterly sales reports.formulate - I to formulate a new
marketing strategy.handle - I managed foreign accounts in three språk.head - I led the R&amp;D department for three years.identify - I identified production problems to streamline more efficient - I conducted a number of software build-ups.initiate - I initiated discussions with staff to improve communications.inspect - I inspected new equipment as part of quality control measures.install - I installed more than
two hundred air conditioners.interpreted - I interpreted for our sales department when needed.introduce - I introduced a number of innovations.lead - I led the regional sales team.manage - I managed a team of ten for the last two years. I've been operating heavy equipment for more than five years. organize - I helped organize events in four locations.presented - I presented at four conferences.provide - I
gave feedback to management on a regular basis.recommend - I recommended changes to improve workflow.recruit - I recruited employees from local community colleges.re design - I redesigned our company database.review - I reviewed company policies regularly.revise - I revised and improved plans for the company's expansion.supervise - I have overseen project development teams on a number of
occasions.train - I have trained new employees. Human Resources Director: Let's talk about your work experience. Could you describe your current responsibilities? Interviewee: I have taken on a number of roles in my current position. I collaborate continuously with consultants, and evaluate the work performance of my team members. I also handle foreign correspondence in French and German. Staff
Director: Can you give me some more details about job evaluation? Interviewee: Sure. We focus on project-based assignments. At the end of each project, I use a criterion to evaluate individual team members on key performance indicators for the project. My evaluation is then used as a reference for future assignments. Towards the end of the interview, it is common for the interviewer to ask you if you
have any questions about the company. Be sure to do your homework and prepare for these issues. It is important to ask questions that show your understanding of the business rather than just simple facts about the company. Questions you may ask may be: Questions about business decisions like why a company decided to expand into a particular market. Questions that show off your intimate
understanding of the nature of the business. Questions about current projects, clients, and products that go beyond information you can find on your company's website. Be sure to avoid any questions about workplace benefits. These questions should only be asked after a job offer has been made. Here are some tips on verb tense use during the interview. Remember that your training took place in the
past. When describing your education use the past simple tense: I attended the University of Helsinki from 1987 to 1993.I graduated with a degree in agricultural planning. If you are currently a student, use predeliver tense:I am currently studying at the University of New York and will take with a degree in economics in to study English at Borough Community College. When talking about current employment
be sure to use the current perfect or current perfect continuous. This signals that you are still performing these tasks at your current job: Smith and Co. have hired me for the past three years. I have been developing intuitive software solutions for more than ten years. When talking about former employers, previous tenses are used to signal that you no longer work for that company:I was employed by the
Jacksons from 1989 to 1992 as a clerk. I worked as a receptionist at the Ritz while I was living in New York. York.
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